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ABSTRACTS
The dedialectalisation of the Catalan language spoken in Mallorca. From pretouristic to
Modern Mallorca, by Hans-Ingo Radatz
The article takes into consideration the possible relationships between a sociological phenome-
non –the changes in the Majorcan society since the 1950s– and a linguistic phenomenon –the pro-
gressive dedialectalisation of the Catalan language spoken in the island. Inspired by Max
Wheeler’s proposals, he discusses the concepts of “open society” and “closed society” related to
the recent linguistic history of Catalan in Mallorca to explain some key cases of the direction the
Majorcan dedialectalisation is heading to.
About postponed and favoured: the case of ‘empomar’, ‘agafar al vol’, by Germà Colon
This piece studies the Catalan words which express the action of catching rapidly. The academy
quickly chosed entomar and copsar (the latter with a semantics not too clear) and left aside the
genuine forms of the occidentals and balearic talks. The case of empomar, a word with a long
and documented history since the Middle Ages, constitutes a clear example. 
John Keats, by Arthur Terry
This text was written by the author to use it as a lesson on Keats, along with other eleven lessons
on English poetry given at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona in 2003. After a general intro-
duction to the poet, he talks about two poems, «Ode on a Grecian Urn» and «To Autumn», aiming
to challange the students to take part in the discussion.
The year in which Pere Quart died, by Antoni Mora
Taking Pere Quart seriously, beyond considering him as a more or less ironic poet, implies thin-
king about his name. What is there in a name? The poet suspected that it held something that was
very serious: destiny, or the time left. His poetry is a stance before this, bringing out the most inti-
mate but also political consequences. Is there such a thing as political intimacy?
The letters between Josep Queralt and Josep Carner. Materials for studying Catalan exi-
led writers, by Josep Camps i Arbós
Josep Queralt, founder member of Edicions Proa, tried to carry on with his publishing task from
Perpinyà, where he was exiled. The letters we edit are about the process of publishing a play by
Josep Carner, El Ben Cofat i l’Altre, that will become volume 93 of the emblematic collection “A
Tot Vent”. So as to have a better understanding of the process, we also edit some unkown letters
from Joan Puig i Ferreter and Armand Obiols.
From the illegible botch to the excrecable novel. The ‘Carner controversy’ and other anti-
noucentist statements of the Imparables, by Jordi Rourera Peret
One of the distinctive features of the group of writers known as Imparables (‘unstoppable’) has
been the systematic rejection of the Noucentism and its aesthetic implications. This article analy-
ses critically the antinoucentist statements which this emerging group of writers has done in the
media, in public controversies, from 2002 to 2006, and tries to determine the poetic ideas which
lie behind them.
